
ba-224

■─Tools: scissors, scale, beading needle and long-nose pliers 
■─ Size: approx. 18.5 cm/7.3 in (including findings)

■─Tip: Keep the tension consistent. Be careful not to break the 
                beads strung over and over.

Bicolor Spiral Herringbone Bracelet

Round Rocailles

Round Rocailles

Double ring

Magnetic clasp

Oval jump ring

C-Lon beading thread

1.5mm(15/0)

1.5mm(15/0)

3mm

6mm

0.6×3×4mm

#60

C-Lon beading thread #60

Silver color

#1 Silver-lined crystal

Silver color

Silver color

#4 Gold

#3 Silver-lined gold

#10 Gray

800 pcs

800 pcs

2 pcs

2 pcs

1 spool

1 spool

1 pair

The Spiral Herringbone ropes woven with 15/0 Silverlined 
Round Rocailles look like metal chains♪ Bicolor makes the 
bracelet more glittering and gorgeous♪ The knot at the 
center is the point.

Cut the golden C-Lon beading 
thread (hereinafter called "thread") 
into 1.5 m/5 ft and thread the 
needle. String a stopper bead about
20 cm/8 in from an end.  Weave 200
rows (20 cm/8 in) with 15/0 Round 
Rocailles (gold) to shape a tube as 
shown. When the thread does not 
get long enough, cut another thread
into 1.5 m/59 in. Tie a knot at both 
ends of the short and new threads 
to continue weaving. While the 
thread at the beginning is left, end 
all the other threads. 

＊The thread color is shown in red for clarification.
①
-Directions-

Weave 200 rows
(approx. 20 cm/8 in).

＊The stopper bead is omitted.

End Weave the ends 
together as shown.

End the thread.

Approx. 20 cm (8 in)
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A tubular shape
is formed.

Keep the tension 
consistent to form
the shape as shown
in the next step.
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Remove the stopper bead and join a double ring to connect both ends as shown. ②

Weave the same as ① to ② with the gray thread and the 15/0 silvery Round Rocailles.③

Tie a knot with the ropes made in ② and ③. Prepare another thread (in 60 cm/24 in and either color) 
and sew some parts as shown to keep the knot firm. Join the magnetic clasp to each end with an 
oval jump ring to complete the bracelet.

④

①

＊String the beads that allow the
    needle to be easily inserted.

〈Image from Above〉

Double ring How to String Beads

③ ②

Oval jump ring

Magnetic clasp

Pass the golden loop through 
under the silvery one and pull.

Bring the silvery loop over the 
golden one and pull.

Sew some parts to keep the knot firm.
＊It may be hard to insert the needle into the beads strung over and over. Be careful not to break the beads.
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